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Abstract4
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general it is recognized that Trusted Third Parties will be needed to achieve9

confidence in trustability of the network. Trust Guarantor’s role is to overall10

coordinate the operation of the Trust Network and ensure all Trusted Third11

Parties as well as the Service Providers are performing their obligations.12

Governance aspects and stake holders of a Trust Network are examined.13

Some acute privacy threats are examined. Costs and sources of revenue are14
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1 Executive Summary52

In the last decade the Internet has consistently pushed the balance of power be-53

tween the organization and the individual towards more user-empowerment. To-54

day most services are being reengineered to be demand-led and user-centric.55

While empowering the user/consumer/customer does create a more dynamic,56

agile economy, enhances consumer choice and spurs service innovation, the 180◦
57

switch from provider-led to demand-led services does come at a price.58

Agile and efficient demand-led services, in fact require that users and service59

providers can present and exchange coherent and trustworthy information. Un-60

til now that information was collected, managed, stored and mostly kept if not61

shielded or stolen by the service providers. Today, at the height of using these62

antiquated business models in an Internet age, the truth is that your personal in-63

formation sits in a 1000 databases. At best you know 10 of them.64

TAS3 has set out to provide an answer to the user-controlled, trusted sharing65

of personal information in a user-centric, demand-led services economy.66

This document explores the various Business Models for the Trust Networks67

(TNs) that will need to assure the trust for user-controlled Personal Information68

sharing. We acknowledge that there will be multiple Trust Networks. A given69

Service Provider may belong to more than one. This document also explores the70

role of Trust Guarantor in the Trust Network and its relation to the concept of71

Trusted Third Parties (TTP) in general. TTPs can be Identity providers, authentic72

(data) sources, etc. It is recognized that Trusted Third Parties will be used to link73

trust and identity across networks.74

The Trust Guarantor’s role is to provide overall coordination of the operation75

of the Trust Network and to ensure that all Trusted Third Parties as well as the76

Service Providers are performing to their obligations. Governance aspects and77

stakeholders of a Trust Network are examined. Some acute privacy threats are78

examined. Costs and sources of revenue are identified. Some recommendations79

for government policy are highlighted.80

2 TAS3 Business Model81

TAS3 (Trusted Architecture for Securely Shared Services), aims at the creation82

of a secure and effective means for individuals to online monitor and control83

their personal information, when this is produced, used, or requested by service84

providers. TAS3 business models will have to provide an answer to the social in-85

novation trends that underpin it. As such the TAS3 technological development86

will have to proceed alongside non-technological innovations and innovations87

based more on the notion of a demand-led services economy. A key task of the88
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Figure 1:Factors Contributing to Trust.

Demand-led Innovation is the promotion of dialogue between users and service89

providers. User-led innovation is promoted in traditional business sectors, in pri-90

vate and public services, and in sectors which generate new demand. TAS3 aims91

to achieve this vision either via a distributed or central approach, however empha-92

sizing the sharing and componentization of services and user-centricity in terms93

of service provision and data storage. Our working assumption is that the only ro-94

bust and practical way to achieve this goal is to create a so-called "Trust Network".95

Within a Trust Network information exchange and transactions are supported by96

guarantees in terms of both quality and the various trust & security components97

(authentication, authorizations, data privacy and trust management). Underpin-98

ning the Trust Network is a set of services called the Trust Network Infrastructure99

Services (TNIS) providing a core trust infrastructure supporting information ex-100

change based on user control in the trust networks.101

Central to the operation of the network based trust infrastructure is the use of102

specific Trusted Third Parties (TTPs) for mechanical & legal validation of services103

(providers + requesters) and (end-) users in the networks. The trusted third parties104

also interface with a higher level definition of trust metrics overseen by a top level105

Trust Guarantor. It is envisaged that cross Trust Network communication will be106

enabled by co-operation between Trust Guarantors. This eventually will result in107

a Trust Ecosystem.108

1. All parties in the Trust Network (i.e. (1) end-users, (2) service providers &109

requesters, including (3) TTPs) will be represented by tangible legal entities110

that agree to the terms of the trust network before participating in it. The top111

level Trust Guarantor will set these terms and therefore define the laws / nature112

of the trust network and has to fulfill both technical and legal audit roles in the113

trust network.114

2. All parties including end-users, serviceproviders/requesters of applica-115

tion specific services (i.e. eHealth tools) and serviceproviders/requesters116
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

Figure 2:Main Components of a Trust Network Technically the top level Trust Guarantor
has a fundamental role in (1) introducing, (2) monitoring, and (3) auditing the end2end
assurance of trust between the transacting parties.

of TTP services (i.e. authentication) will be monitored by the overall TAS3
117

Trust Network Infrastructure Services (TNIS) that spans the specific trust net-118

work, its trusted services and the related and information exchange. Any party119

breaching of the terms of the Trust Network ecosystem and/or trust network120

will be reported to / monitored by the Trust Guarantor.121

3. Any breaches of terms or failures of the Trust Network are the responsibility122

of the Trust Guarantor. Therefore the body has to act upon such cases and123

eject / penalize members of the ecosystem who break its rules. For example124

this could be done (1) via reduction of trust ranking of specific services, (2) by125

legal action on the basis of the TAS3 legal contract, including the expulsion of126

the involved party. This level of support will lead to an a-priori assumption that127

it is basically safe to transact with any member of the network, promoting trust128

in the whole network which leads to its acceptance and widespread use. This129

brings down (compliance) costs of doing business, reduces fraud and abuse of130

information, and ultimately leads to new innovative ways of transacting.131

This vision raises some fundamental questions that need to be addressed:132

2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?133

TAS3 is developing a generic architecture for securely shared services related to134

personal information. This Architecture is to be implemented in four parts:135
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

• business requirements136

• technical requirements137

• policy requirements138

• Legal requirements.139

The parties covered by the TAS3 architecture fall into three main categories:140

• Trust (infrastructure or service) entities : trust guarantors and its certified141

Third Trusted parties such as authentic sources or identity providers)142

• Application specific Service Providers (in TAS3 these are either employa-143

bility or eHealth related)144

• End-users (individuals)145

All parties should consider the technical, policy and legal requirements to be146

the minimum requirements of the architecture.147

• In the case of technology requirements, there may be limited flexibility in148

some implementation parameters to ensure interoperability:149

• In the case of policies, they can be used in 2 ways. Participants to the150

TAS3 consortium can either adopt the policies promulgated as their own,151

or can map their policies to the model policies to assure that they meet152

the minimums required. The policy blocks presented by TAS3 can be used153

to create policies or are to use existing possible legacy policies and map154

onto the TAS3 definitions. Participants may need to provide evidence of the155

policy gap analysis if they rely on existing policies for compliance and also156

may need a mapping tool.157

• Lastly, the legal requirements are reduced into contracts tailored to the role158

that each participant is playing, so they must be completed and adhered to.159

When registering to the Trust Network, the contract terms will bind orga-160

nizations to technical and policy requirements, both in terms of those ex-161

pressed at the intra- and inter-organizational level as well as in terms of us-162

ing the appropriate trust technologies to honor the preferences and choices163

of users as to use and sharing of personal information.164
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

Trust verification and assurance are essential elements of the TAS3 Infrastruc-165

ture, and thus the organization and cooperation of trust enablers in the operation166

and oversight of trust is essential. The co-operation is hierarchical in terms of the167

use of Trust Network level definitions, down to user and service definitions.168

TAS3 Trust Networks are monitored & trust assured by (1) an independent169

Trust Guarantor supported by one of more (2) TAS3 certified Third Trusted Parties170

(TTPs). Both must be in an absolute position that provides them with an oversight171

role without having to provide services that place them in a position of conflict172

with data subjects.173

The TAS3 Consortium members will periodically review the architecture re-174

quirements from a trust and oversight perspective or may engage in more frequent175

reviews as a result of changes in legal requirements, regulatory requirements, or176

cases that require new terms.177

A TAS3 Trust Network therefore will usually consist of:178

a. Trust Network Governing Board . The board manages the affairs of the trust179

network. Depending on the domain this might be a public-private-partnership180

(PPP) consisting for instance of the main societal eHealth or employability181

domain stakeholders.182

For instance, in the Limburg province in the Netherlands, such PPP is currently183

in the making for a regional employability platform. It involves representatives184

of the employers, labor unions, educational sector, local governments, industry185

sectors,186

b. Trust Guarantor . The trust guarantor is the technical operator of the trust187

network and its Trust Network Infrastructure Services (TNIS)188

c. User Representation. The Trust Network will need some form of end-user189

representation. Depending on the type if Trust network this can range from190

existing end-user representatives such as labor unions, industry sector federa-191

tions, government, grass roots user groups, ?) In essence this boils down to192

"organizing the communality"193

d. Governments. We notice that governments in UK and the Netherlands (both194

at local and national level) are gearing up to help initiate / organize / facilitate195

the needed communality around user-centric data and services and the trust this196

requires.197

The TAS3 Trust Network Governance Agreement as monitored and audited by198

the Trust Guarantor therefore has the following tasks:199

• Monitor the governance structure of the Trust Network200
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

• Register, certify, oversee and audit of the TTPs active in the Trust Network.201

• Register, certify, oversee and audit the Service Providers202

The certified Trusted Third Parties, working in framework set by the Trust Net-203

work as executed by the Trust Guarantor will typically be existing actors possibly204

performing the following functions:205

• Identity Providers (IdPs), to be certified by the TG206

• Discovery and registries, to be certified by the TG207

• Reputation Providers, to be certified by the TG208

• PKI (q.b.) to be certified by the TG209

• Authentic attribute sources, to be certified by the TG210

• Etc?211

Service Providers, may participate in multiple TNs (having a non-exclusive212

relationship), and choose their TTPs from available choice within each TN.213

• Service Providers that act as data requestors214

• Service Providers that act as data providers (running trusted repositories)215

• Service Providers that act as data originators216

End-Users can expect the following services from the Trust Network:217

• Certification and audit procedures218

• Branding (might/should be reputation based on live tangible metrics. Prob-219

lem with brand is that it can take on a life of its own220

• Secure and dependable technical infrastructure assuring trusted sharing of221

his personal information.222

A Trust Network is built around an accountable legal entity, the Trust Guar-223

antor (TG). Accountability implies both oversight and (legal) responsibility. The224

issues of obligations and liability must be clarified in the agreements that bind the225

party and must be appropriate to both the role and risk assumed by each party.226

The TG organizes and charters multiple technical Trusted Third Parties (TTPs)227

in order to perform specific and partial trust functions of the Trust Network. The228
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

sum of the delegated TTP functions may or may not cover ALL the operational229

functions of the Trust Guarantor. If it does, the remaining responsibility of the230

trust guarantor consists of overall management, certification and auditing.231

A TTP will typically NOT have an exclusive relationship with TN and can op-232

erate in several TNs. TTPs should be leveraged to gain faster take-up and market233

acceptance of the Trust Network. Often this is also both inevitable and necessary234

because:235

• the TG does not have all the skills needed236

• there are already players in the market like:237

- Certification Authorities238

- issuing certificates239

- credit check operators240

- providing reputation241

Other participants of a Trust Network are Service Providers who transact with242

each other, and Users who use the services of the Service Providers. Users also243

have a special role in that they may commit into the network data that needs spe-244

cial protection. The Trust Network and its Infrastructure Services only exist for245

the benefit of its users, not to enslave them and will be reflected in the way the246

user data policies are respected.247

2.1.1 Public vs. Private networks248

The Trust Network is generally foreseen to be a public and nonexclusive entity:249

anyone, User, Service Provider, or even Trusted Third Party operator, willing to be250

certified can participate. Trust Networks may compete on issues such as cost, trust251

level, terms of use and even competence of members (i.e. specialists). That being252

said, TAS3 Trust Networks do not exclude the possibility to run private exclusive253

networks. Enabling such private networks however, is a non-goal, but is not an254

anti-goal either.255

From that perspective a Trust Ecosystem (consisting of several Trust Net-256

works) becomes possible that are made up of component TN systems. This would257

allow some parties to seek to develop private, closed or exclusive networks that258

are compatible with the TAS3 infrastructure but not subject to it. In itself this may259

enable some information transfers across providers that are both in public and260

private networks in order to service particular customer needs, but would not nec-261

essarily imply that such private providers were under the TAS3 Governance model262

or direct oversight. Thus TAS3 may also be considered a portable standards-based263
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

business model, but those wishing to use it for that purpose will need to appropri-264

ately adapt it and develop their own oversight models.265

Each Trust Network is governed by a Governance Agreement to which all266

parties agree.267

PS: In implementing the TAS3 requirements, two equally valid models may be268

used simultaneously. Some players may wish to adopt whatever criteria are cre-269

ated by TAS3, where others may map their existing criteria to TAS3 to demonstrate270

equivalent compliance and interoperability. As we work on the development and271

pilots of TAS3 we shall seek to maintain whatever flexibility is possible that is272

consistent with governance, oversight and end-to-end security.273

Trust Network participants will be subject to a general framework contract.274

This covers the overall rules of engagement for any user (end-user or service275

provider) of the Network and creates the needed relationships for obligations to be276

enforced against service providers. For these service providers this general frame-277

work agreement is then supplemented with role and transaction based contracts,278

covering not only what is allowed within the Trust Network, but also how data279

acquired for specific purposes should be handled beyond the reach of the TNIS280

monitoring capabilities (read: behind the service provider firewall).281

2.1.2 Branding and reputation282

Depending on the constitution of the Trust Network Governing Board the notion283

of branding the Trust Network may or may not be effective. If the Trust Network284

is merely an organization that operates the technical/legal Trust Infrastructure Ser-285

vices branding may or may not work.286

In fact, when not backed up by a community of practice, Trust brands in some287

cases have shown to fail, e.g. some of the websites carrying a certification brand288

have never-the-less been fraudulent (even more so than sites without certifica-289

tion). I.e. a brand is not a guarantee in itself. This argument could go as far as290

recommending that no brand should be used in order to avoid inducing users into291

the false belief that a brand guarantees something. Users are not able to remem-292

ber the historical track record of a brand and will instead trust it on basis of first293

impression or recent marketing.294

If however the Trust Network/Guarantor is foremost setup to trust-enable a295

public-private-partnership, (covering for instance the employability services in a296

region) and this PPP is acting as the Trust Networks’ Governing Board, then such297

a community of practice and/or its TN may well become a solid brand.298

While branding is foremost a user perception related term, more tangible trust299

is to be expected from real time reputation. In fact the TAS3 type of Trust Net-300

works are based on trust which has to be user defined and real time, while brand301

is not defined by users nor is it real time. Nevertheless we would argue that TAS3
302
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

- where possible - should try to combine both approaches and in fact both are303

needed to produce end2end trust:304

The notion of BRAND has a connotation with user trust perception. Users are305

expected to perceive the brand as trusted, though if the network is mismanaged306

and the trust is not earned, the opposite may happen. The brand will also be used307

in certification: only valid participants are allowed to display the brand.308

REALTIME REPUTATION however requires measurable trust metrics. TAS3
309

therefore builds in reputation into the system of transaction guarantee, i.e. 100%310

compo if you use a gold star ranked service provider or 50% if you use a grey star311

ranked service provider and the SLA of TAS is breached.312

Finally, to build a Trust Network, build its brand and promote its adoption,313

technologies and products implementing the technologies will be needed. In a314

mature market these may be available off-the-shelf. However in an early inno-315

vator market, such as TAS3 type of TNs, ensuring that these are available and of316

high enough usability and quality can be instrumental to the success of the net-317

work. The Trust Guarantor therefore needs to work with all system participants318

and technology developers to ensure this is the case. Similarly, even user friendly319

and user centric applications require some basis of familiarity or necessity for320

uptake among consumer/citizen users, which will have to be addressed.321

2.1.3 Users trust perception322

Users should be able to join trust networks by agreeing to terms and conditions of323

use. The User can then allow his personal information to be shared within the net-324

work in order to become part of distributed composite applications & services. It325

is the central focus of TAS3 that when users present their personal information to326

a TAS3 Trust Network, they can trust that it will be not used out of context of the327

terms that they agreed when joining the network and the policies set out for the ac-328

tual transaction. The trust is based on the end2end assurance provided by the Trust329

Guarantor, and relies on a combination of technical monitoring and enforcement330

capabilities and legal contracts signed by all involved parties. More specifically,331

legal contracts extend the reach of enforcement beyond the TN perimeter and be-332

yond the service providers’ firewall.333

The ultimate guarantee that the data will not be misused is presented by the334

trusted guarantor who effectively takes on the liability for their respective trust335

networks. When joining the network the user will agree that in the case of breach336

the guarantor will compensate / take action to rectify. Service providers in the337

domain are tied in by the same rules. The action taken might include legal actions,338

insurance claims, service provider depreciations of exclusion, etc?339

Beyond the brand perception of a TAS3 trust network, its’ trust model works340

foremost on the user defining policies for their own personal information when341
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2.1 What should constitute a Trust Network?

Figure 3:Trust Perception.

joining a network and at the time of the transactional network decisions based on342

the users’ information.343

2.1.4 Quality of trust344

A key business opportunity in TAS3 is the concept of user trust perception. As345

users present their data to TAS3 various methods of reporting can be used to keep346

the user in the loop. For example some users may wish to keep a close account347

of what applications their data is being used in or the status of their application348

execution. This can be achieved through the use of the trust dashboard. Trust349

dashboards will help the user to discover & select the appropriate trusted ser-350

vice providers according to specific terms and return them in trust rank order like351

Google.352

Users could sign up for different qualities of dashboard and this will be re-353

flected in the cost of the application. These could be scaled in terms of price. The354

least expensive dashboard could present users with almost a ’fire and forget’ inter-355

face to TAS3 networks allowing application invocation and presentation of results356

when done.357

A more expensive and top of the range dashboard could notify via a variety of358

means the various hops that the user’s data may have in a trust network as it is used359

in applications. This could be achieved via email, SMS, etc. Service providers360

could compete to provide new innovative ways to report on the progression of the361

users data through the network362

Overall the user’s perception of trust can be seen as related to their knowledge,363
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2.2 How many of Trust Networks should there be?

and this needs to be reflected in the way users can interact with TAS3. It is likely364

that the GUI to TAS3 will not carry much weight in terms of trust perception as365

users will be directed to choose from reputation rankings and elements such as366

cost. Some users may interact through specific TAS3 interfaces whilst others may367

use TAS3 embedded in existing applications. In both cases the users need to sign368

off on their policy refinements and have a means by which they can be notified of369

their data use.370

2.2 How many of Trust Networks should there be?371

First of all we like to restate that an important goal of the TAS3 project is to372

create documentation and software so that Trust Networks will be easy to setup,373

whatever their application domain.374

As argued above, we expect TAS3 TNs to emerge around a clear business need,375

as perceived and made operational by Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP). Early376

models are likely to be government (1) initiated, (2) facilitated, (3) mediated, (4)377

anchored or even (5) owned (notice the increasing governmental involvement).378

PS: Of course this view has its limitations: it would for instance seem un-379

reasonably stifling to outright forbid private Trust Networks. Society and public380

debate should establish what distinguishes a public Trust Guarantor from a pri-381

vate one and what regulation should apply to each kind. On the other hand, let’s382

not forget that a TN represents foremost the user’s interest (and personal infor-383

mation).384

As such a Trust Network as something similar to a bank or telecoms oper-385

ator. There is room for more than one and indeed having several will promote386

healthy competition. However, due to the special infrastructure utility role, Trust387

Networks are likely to be heavily regulated and there would only be a handful of388

them.389

Conclusion: With the TAS3 project initiated from a need for trusted sharing390

of personal information, we see Trust Networks arise from two angles:391

• With the user as the ONLY ’lifelong’ continuum within Trust Networks, the392

variety and scope of the TN is likely to be fitted around the users’ health393

wealth and happiness!394

• From an service providers perspective we see two orthogonal axis or attrac-395

tion pools:396

- regional development, interests & communality397

- Domain/industry sector specific interests.398
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2.3 Should Trust networks interact with each other?

As such we expect a bottom-up approach with smaller, local initiatives being399

used as reference cases and national governments overseeing the results and even-400

tually building momentum for larger, possibly national roll-outs, where different401

trust networks can be interlinked into Trust Ecosystems. In fact the Trust Ecosys-402

tem level could be the goal of the TAS3 project guiding principles, standards &403

methods (and tools?), promoting them to new candidate Trust Networks. It may404

also be the correct level to discuss cross-country issues.405

2.3 Should Trust networks interact with each other?406

As TAS3 services mature, the focus will shift towards building efficient larger407

trust ecosystems, which means connecting different context networks and avoid-408

ing overlapping functions. Again TAS3 is build from the ground up as a generic409

& domain-independent architecture. Multiple Trust Networks (say a European410

wide and interlinked employability trust networks) can be linked into for instance411

a larger European Employability Trust Ecosystem. This requires that the involved412

Trust Networks cooperate and have established a set of common rules of engage-413

ment, both at technical and legal level. Besides providing first insights and com-414

ments, the TAS3 project however considers the Trust Ecosystem level to be outside415

of the scope of the project and of its demonstrators.416

We are presuming sectoral/national trust ecosystems at the outset. But these417

ecosystems may be comprised of trust network solar systems in galaxies that in418

turn make up the universe of the national sector. The business, technological, pol-419

icy and legal contractual root of these interlocking players will be the architecture420

defined by TAS3 which will enable interoperability, where needed. Not all players421

will interact with each other, but rather interact as required by need. It is impossi-422

ble to predict in advance all of the specific participants to any transaction type, as423

user needs and preferences must be factored. The idea of parallel, but disjointed424

Trust Networks lacks credibility in today’s globalized world. The users would not425

be able to understand why the networks do not talk to each other and a multitude426

of kludgy or illicit "gateways" would spring into existence whether we want or427

not. Much better policy is to foresee the interaction directly in the architecture.428

However roaming the trust concept from one TN to another is quite challeng-429

ing and requires standardization of the different trust concepts. Nevertheless com-430

mercial systems have proven to be quite adequate in solving these types of unclean431

interfaces. As long as someone is willing to carry the liability for occasional mis-432

matches and leaks, it can be made to work. Risk management is good enough if433

you can’t prevent the risks entirely. This is for instance how the credit card system434

works.435
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2.4 Who should run them?

2.4 Who should run them?436

Initially we expect the involved (innovating) project authority to govern the TN.437

Later on the powers that be will take over, unless the initiators manage to cross438

the chasm.439

Figure 4:Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to Mainstream
Customers (1991, revised 1999), is a marketing book by Geoffrey A. Moore that focuses
on the specifics of marketing high tech products. Moore’s exploration and expansion of
the diffusions of innovations model has had a significant and lasting impact on high tech
entrepreneurship. In 2006, Tom Byers, Faculty Director of Stanford Technology Ventures
Program, described it as "still the bible for entrepreneurial marketing 15 years later". This
success resulted in several follow-up books and a consulting company, The Chasm Group.

Trust Network should be run by a credible and long lasting legal entity, with440

the necessary strong user community impact. Without government backstop, there441

might be a question of credibility to oversight, for instance. As such Trust Net-442

work is likely to be a non-for-profit PPP or Consortium type of organization, run443

by a representative governing board. The Trust Guarantor on the contrary has a444

specialist operational task probably best suited for a commercial entity, contracted445

by the TN.446

Nevertheless, just for the sake of it, we list some other alternatives:447

• Public-Private partnership with a user community impact448

• New for profit company founded for the purpose (needs to build reputation)449

• New non-profit foundation or association created for the purpose (needs to450

build reputation)451

• Existing non-profit foundation or association452
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• Certification Authority453

• Other major (consumer) player454

• Government institution455

• Government456

• EU457

• Charity458

• Bank (they run your money, why not you personal data?)459

• Insurance Brokers (you honest broker represents users)460

• United Nations461

A special peril would seem to be that the Users are easily left without repre-462

sentation (they are not foreseen to sign the Governance Agreement). Part of this463

problem is that there is no obvious party that could represent the users. Should464

they be represented by some consumer organization? We noted that Labor unions465

stepped up for the employability use case in the Netherlands, but on a more general466

level, outreach to privacy and consumer organizations would be recommended.467

2.5 How should the governance be organized?468

Since the Trust Network ’polices’ the sharing of services and personal information469

exchange between multiple parties, it seems natural that the representative societal470

stakeholders that traditionally help manage users, providing them with a service471

offering, are the prime candidates to be brought onboard.472

a. On the one hand will TAS3 enable them to evolve into demand-led service473

providers (representatives) and on the other hand they are needed create mo-474

mentum for the trust network to become accepted as the ’new way forward’.475

b. Overall we see national and local governments as the possible initiator and476

the most likely facilitator to help engage the stakeholders in adhering to the477

Trust Network compliance. Some caution is needed in defining the role of478

governments, since in a user-centric service economy they are also service479

providers like any other.480

c. Hence the need for a society-wide Public-Private-Partnership, where all repre-481

sentative parties involved will need:482
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1. a clear win-win for their members and constituency (why)483

2. adhere to TAS3 compliance and its common rules of engagement (how)484

3. a board seat and a responsibility in governing the Trust Network, following485

the Trust Network governance agreement (what)486

The basic premise of Trust Networks is that transactions of monetary value487

will be involved. There will also be data protection issues to which liability is488

attached. Liabilities will eventually bring the Trust Guarantor, Service Providers,489

Trusted Third Parties or indeed even an end-user in court. Law and legal contracts490

will therefore provide the ultimate safety nets.491

All parties are bound by contracts which set out rights and obligations. Users492

will sign documents related to terms and conditions, but they will be geared to the493

exercise of their rights and recourse, although it will also set out the need for them494

to be bound to their choices and act in ways that nobody undermines the system495

or attempt to defraud or otherwise injure other parties literally or figuratively. It496

therefore seems logically that governments sooner or later are going to regulate497

the Trust Networks.498

To stave off excessive regulation and to delay regulation in general, Trust499

Guarantors have active interest to self-regulate. This places heavy emphasis on500

the Trust Network’s Governance Agreement.501

Such a Governance Agreement should address:502

• Governance structure, such as advisory and audit boards503

• Criteria to join and stay on the network, including certification and audits504

• Process for removal from the network505

• Process for complaints506

• Commercial liability and its fair appropriation507

• Liability due to negligence in criminal cases and its fair appropriation508

• Privacy protection, including redress for users (Req.D1.2-6.10-Redress)509

• Minimal mandatory security practices (Req.D1.2-6.11-Confid)510

• Acceptable use for Service Providers511

• Acceptable use for Users512

• Licensing of Trusted Third Parties, and their liability513
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2.6 How are Trust Networks financed?514

a. A TAS3 Trust Network represents the trust assurance for a new way of working515

between service providers and users. The Trust Network therefore is merely an516

instrument and, at best, "a conditio sine qua non" for supporting a new demand-517

led services economy model. The TN therefore foremost replaces (and claims518

to improve) the existing services and their underlying business processes by519

changing them into trusted, online web services. We do believe tough that by520

putting the user in the center, new, and innovative user-centered services will521

be developed, which did not exist in the old service economy.522

b. Financing the Trust network and its operational Trust Network Infrastructure523

Services (TNIS) therefore is foremost a replacement cost & benefit issue. The524

two main questions then are:525

• How much money is saved by using a user-centric online trust network,526

compared to the scattered service provider centric services?527

• How much of these saving can be spend on financing the Trust Network?528

c. There is no easy answer. Firstly, one has to calculate the REAL and often529

hidden cost of let’s say, the lifelong employability of a worker. Today that530

cost is not even considered from a lifelong perspective! It is spread over any531

number of service provider cost models.532

d. The way forward therefore seems to be to define the specific win-win bene-533

fits for the separate main stakeholders that come onboard to found the Trust534

Network.535

By now it is clear that Trust Networks will have operational costs:536

• Procurement and maintenance of technical infrastructure537

• Member acquisition costs538

• Member management costs539

• User acquisition costs540

• User management costs541

• Trust branding costs (marketing)542

• Audit costs543
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• Legal costs544

• Liability and insurance costs545

• General management costs546

Trust Network can be financed in a variety of ways547

• Initial capital injection for548

- Procurement of technical infrastructure549

- Procurement of legal contract framework550

- Initial trust branding costs (marketing)551

- Initial member acquisition552

- General set up553

• Fees from Service Providers: there is a need to accommodate many types554

of Service Providers:555

- Fixed yearly fee556

- Per transaction557

- Per number of Users558

- Per yearly business volume559

- Revenue share560

- Member management fees561

- Audit fees562

• Fees from Trusted Third Parties563

- Trusted Third Parties are allowed to have a fee structure of their own564

- Need to accommodate many types of TTPs; for565

• Fees from Users:566

- Fixed yearly fee567

- Usage fees from Users. (The tricky part is to collect them)568

- Per transaction569

- Per number of Users570
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- Per yearly business volume571

- Revenue share572

- Member management fees573

- Audit fees574

• Advertisement575

- Placement of advertisement in authentication steps576

- Right to place advertisements in Service Providers577

- Revenue share from Service Provider advertising revenue578

• Proceeds from foundation grant investment portfolio579

• Government subsidy, research funding, taxes in a fair way. Perhaps a model580

where bill for broadband581

• Internet connection includes some fee.582

The TAS3 architecture should enable all of the above forms of raising revenue,583

or at least not block any of them.584

2.7 What form of Trust Guarantor is most suited to operate585

and manage the Trust Network Infrastructure Services, a586

centralized or shared trust model?587

The Trust Network Governance Board will appoint a Trust Guarantor to oversee,588

operate and technically & legally manage the Trust Assurance guaranteed by the589

Trust Network. While the Trust Guarantor will likely use a centralized model for590

starters, it is clear that there are already several third trusted parties guaranteeing591

identities, or authentic sources, etc... Today they are scattered, each having their592

own - often offline - trust models. The Trust Guarantor will have to incorporate593

and enable these existing third trusted parties all while providing the end2end trust594

assurance for sharing personal information. This capability will be build upon the595

stakeholder engagement596

The Trust Guarantor will likely be a privately held, for-profit company that597

holds the technical and legal and business skills to operationally oversee and pro-598

mote the Trust Network, on the request and on behalf of the Trust Network Gov-599

erning Board. The Trust Guarantor architecture and compliance requirements will600

need to be matched to Government requirements & regulation.601

The Trust Guarantor tasks include:602
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Figure 5:Example of Employability Trust Network win-win benefits.

1. Assure Compliance to TAS3 specification. This includes:603

a. Operate or outsource the certification program for software products to be604

used in the Trust Network.605

b. Operate or outsource the certification program for deployments, i.e. the606

participating Service Providers, and possibly others like IdPs.607

c. Operate or outsource an audit programme for the deployments608

d. Process complaints and arrange for arbitration or disciplinary action609

e. Market the network to both Service Providers and Users610

f. Maintain government compliance & endorsement as "The Trust Network"611

g. Guarantee minimal cost participation for non-profits612

2. Operate necessary technical infrastructure.613

Depending on how the Trust Guarantor organizes (1) its business and (2) the614

Trust Network this may include:615
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a. Execute an IdP function or arrange for others to operate IdPs in the network616

b. Authentication providers, in as far as this is not integrated into IdP.617

c. Discovery and registry functions618

d. Dashboard and audit results publication portal619

e. Possibly a certification authority of some sort - this is likely to be out-620

sourced. Certificate or credentials validation or revocation will be a central621

responsibility of Trust Guarantor.622

f. Network level PDP623

g. Reputation system, or arrange for someone to run the reputation system.624

h. Where users have choice of multiple providers, the Trust Guarantor will625

need to ensure all in fact work and if not, may need to provide an integration626

solution, such as a gateway.627

i. Where interaction between networks happens, the Trust Guarantor may op-628

erate a gateway that mediates.629

3. Managing liability630

Panopticon threat One especially pertinent risk in running a Trust Guaran-631

tor is that it may gain excessive knowledge to the operations of the SP632

members or the Users and their business processes. This is the so called633

"panopticon" threat. It can be mitigated by careful division of responsi-634

bilities using externally contracted Trusted Third Parties, each of which635

operates in its own isolated, regulatory scheme.636

Government regulation Governments should consider regulating sound op-637

eration practices for Trust Guarantors. For example, it might be manda-638

tory to outsource the IdP function. It may also be that regulation will639

require Users to be able to choose their dashboard or audit provider from640

choices that are available within the network.641

The Trust Guarantor should also be able to make ultimate decisions on642

suspensions of parties, and will be liable to the core functionality of the643

trust networks it is responsible for.644

Outsourcing Trust Guarantor is a business entity that has liability. The actual645

running of the Trust Network may involve several outsourced, franchised,646

or otherwise farmed out functions. The most obvious of these are Identity647

Provider (IdP), Authentication Provider (usually same as IdP), Discovery648

Service (DS), Reputation Provider (Rep), and Audit Function.649

Thus an actual network will be configured to trust a number of IdPs,650

DSes, and Reps. In a strict view, all of these entities should be viewed as651
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Trusted Third Parties (TTP), but from business perspective what matters652

is that they are endorsed by the Trust Guarantor. As such the Trust Guar-653

antor is the ultimate TTP policing the other TTPs and allowing them to654

enter the network. A clear legal definition of shared and accountability655

and responsibility will be paradigm in order to foster public trust in the656

network.657

4. The Trust Guarantor monetary streams are:658

• Trusted Third Parties contracted on case-by-case basis.659

- Most of these will involve cash outflow660

- Some cases cash inflows may be possible. Never-the-less, to be ne-661

gotiated.662

• Government Service Providers pay a yearly fee, to be negotiated663

• Commercial Service Providers pay as negotiated, but preferred basis is664

revenue share or per transaction665

• Small Service Providers pay small666

- yearly fee667

- an one-off Service Provider setup fee668

- support fees once initial support package has been exhausted669

• Value added telephone & (first/second level) helpdesk support for users670

• Advertising in authentication process where feasible671

• Licensing fees or Revenue Sharing from Trusted Third Parties672

• Insurance against liability673

In the above listing, there are many charter requirements to guarantee that the674

Trust Guarantor will operate ’within reason’. Since TAS3 is in position to license675

its brand and possibly some of its IPR, it should be in position to negotiate with676

prospective Trust Guarantor to get these charter items included.677

2.8 How do you differentiate between parts of the trust net-678

work with oversight responsibilities and service providers679

that are relevant to trust but may have conflicting inter-680

ests?681

2.8.1 Kinds of Service Providers682

All business actors, other than end-users, are modeled as Service Providers. Ob-683

viously there are different types of Service Providers with different legal require-684
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ments.685

Requesters or Clients and agentsProvide some service to the end-user and in686

performing this service, will invoke other services, some to perform an ac-687

tion, others to store or retrieve data.688

Infrastructure specific service providers In case the Trust Guarantor does not689

execute these services which are core to the functionality of the trust net-690

work, they can be outsources to Infrastructure Service providers. They pro-691

vide the core application functions such as accounting, monitoring etc on692

behalf of the trusted Guarantor. A generic TTP can also be seen as infras-693

tructure specific. The business model / price they operate on may be fixed694

with the trusted Guarantor in order to guarantee availability.695

Application specific servicesThese services provide the main functions of the696

network and make it domain specific. For example in an employability697

network you will have application specific services such as job matching698

services and CV translator. These types of services can offer a variety of699

prices and may compete in service selection brokering and negotiation; the700

cost may reflect a more real-time supply and demand / market place model.701

Authentic Data Sources (Data Originators) These are authorative / authentic702

source of data may certify its veracity. They may also wish to control where703

and how the data is used. An originator may use a repository to store the704

data, or it may act as a repository by itself.705

Data (Repository) Providers These store data on behalf of the user or service706

provider, but the data in itself may have originated or is referenced outside707

the repository. Effectively the data provider’s repository is handling data on708

behalf of someone.709

2.8.2 Kinds of Trust Entities710

Trust entities will fall out of the TAS3 architecture, i.e. the business model should711

not nail them down before architecture is decided. However, we can say with712

fairly good degree of confidence that at least following types of trust entities will713

exist:714

1. PKI Certification Authorities (CAs)715

• Issue SSL and signing certs to system entities716

• Potentially issue certs to users as well (we should avoid this if at all pos-717

sible)718
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• Handle certificate revocation and online status checks (OCSP)719

• No particular conflict of interest seen. TG could well be CA.720

• However, established players exist on market, so it makes sense to lever-721

age them.722

2. User registration authorities. (PS: Sometimes IdPs perform the user registra-723

tion function as well, but this need not necessarily be so)724

3. Identity Providers (IdPs)725

• Authentication726

• SSO727

• Possibly some initial attributes728

• Possibly a discovery and/or token issuance service bootstrap729

Main problems with IdPs are730

• Visibility to federation relationships731

• Traffic analysis, know who is who’s customer and how often732

• Potential visibility to authentication credentials733

Since IdP can see so much, its best of there is no single IdP. The Trust Guar-734

antor therefore probably should not perform this role itself. Instead it should735

charter or license others to do it. However, to avoid Conflict of Interest, an IdP736

SHOULD NOT be run by a SP.737

4. Discovery service, service registry, or token mapper738

• Who provides what service to whom739

• Where do users keep their data740

• Indirection layer in providing end point URLs741

• Credential mapping, from original to specific use742

Problems are similar to IdP. Further technical reasons usually dictate that that743

Discovery is operated by same entity as IdP.744

5. Relationship Service745

• Who has invited whom to have sharing relationships746
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• Social network747

• Groups748

• Delegation use cases749

• Almost certainly should be distinct from IdP to avoid accumulating too750

much information in one place751

• Technically easy to have multiple PS752

6. Organizational PDPs753

• Local to organizations operating the SPs754

• Authorizations must be trusted blindly755

• The PDP gets to see quite a lot of traffic analysis info756

7. TAS3 network-wide PDP757

• Enforces the network wide rules758

• Authorizations must be trusted blindly759

• The PDP gets to see quite a lot of traffic analysis info760

8. Reputation Providers761

• Reputation based trust scores are computed from usage pattern data and762

from PII. Both sensitive, but both can also be influenced by savvy users.763

• Multiple instances encouraged to avoid accumulation of too much info of764

this nature in one place765

9. Authorative data sources766

• Sometimes known as Policy Information Points (PIPs)767

• PDPs and reputation scoring can rely on authorative attribute data, thus768

supplier of this data has to be trusted769

• The way the data was collected in the first place has to be trusted770

10. Policy Authorities771

• Where do the policies that drive various PDPs come from?772

• Are they dynamic or field upgradeable?773
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11. Business Process Model authorities.774

• Many TAS3 components are driven by business models, so whoever pro-775

grams these and has ability to update the installed base, has a lot of power776

• Dynamic BPM where the actual model itself can change and be propa-777

gated instantaneously to the consumers of the model778

12. Ontology authorities779

• When trying to compare apples to apples, e.g. to make authorization780

decision, the authority that defines the equivalence classes of terminology781

can control the outcome.782

• Field upgradeable or dynamic ontologies are likely to be used, thus it783

matters what authority lies behind them.784

• This threat is similar to the process model one785

13. The domain name system786

It may arise that in some situations integrity of DNS will affect trust. Usually787

we should be able to avoid relying on this by using digital signatures, but there788

may be special cases, e.g. error situations where signature is not applied, which789

could then open the door to phishing or hijack attacks. Please note that the audit790

dashboard, while probably trusted by the user, need not be trusted in process791

of making any access decisions. The dashboard can, however, be one of the792

channels from which the reputation system gets its information.793

2.8.3 Principles that Trust Network Should Adopt794

A TN should adopt following principles:795

1. Personal Data should only be collected and/or processed for fair and legitimate796

business purposes.797

2. Thepurpose(s)for collection must be clearly specified.798

3. The collection related to those purposes must be relevant and non-excessive.799

4. Personal data must be accurate and, where needed, up-to-date.800

5. Use, and subsequent use, of personal data cannot be incompatible with the801

purposes specified and should be with the consent of the data subject802

6. Appropriate security (technical and organizational) measures against803
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7. Unauthorized/unlawful/accidental access; modification, disclosure, de-804

struction, loss or damage to personal data must be in place.805

8. Controllers and processors have duties to maintain confidentiality of informa-806

tion.807

9. Sensitive data may be subject to greater restrictions.808

10. Data subjects have the right to know what types of data are being maintained809

and have the right to access and correct personal data.810

It should be noted that consent often bears important adjectives of clear, un-811

ambiguous or explicit. From a technical point of view, this requires that the user812

"opt in" to the collection of personal information.813

2.8.4 Questions a Trust Network Member Has to Answer814

1. Are you collecting/using PII as part of the service?815

2. Do you have a privacy policy that you are bound to follow?816

3. Do you use PII for any purpose other than providing the service?817

4. Do you get my consent or let me opt out before my information is used for818

other purposes than providing the specific service?819

5. Do you share my information beyond your company or family of companies?820

6. Do you get my consent or let me opt out before your share my information821

with any other company not needed to provide the specific service?822

7. Do you allow me to manage these preferences over time and change my op-823

tions?824

2.8.5 Privacy Architecture Elements825

1. Identify why information is needed826

2. Provide appropriate notice and obtain consent for use of information827

3. Limit information collected to that which is required for the legitimate business828

need829

4. Limit access to information to those that need it for the business function830
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5. Retain information only as long as reasonably needed to complete the business831

function and securely delete it (or possibly anonymise it).832

6. Secure information as required in a manner proportionate to its nature and833

sensitivity834

7. Maintain the integrity and accuracy of the information835

8. Provide access and possibility of correction836

3 Further Reading837

To further understand TAS3 Trust Networks, you should read (in roughly this838

order):839

1. The Governing Agreement of the network you plan to participate in (this de-840

pends on the network, no single answer exists)841

2. The Compliance Requirements [TAS3COMPLIANCE]842

3. The TAS3 high level architecture [TAS3ARCH]843

4. The TAS3 protocol and concrete architecture [TAS3PROTO]844

5. Any architecture and compliance documents of your Trust Network845
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